Millennials & Estate Planning
in an Unprecedented Year
Millennials are finally prioritizing their Estate Plans as a result
of the events of 2020.
With 2020 being one of the most unprecedented years in history — a global pandemic, a
presidential election, and a battle for social justice — both Americans and American businesses
have been impacted in a number of ways. Trust & Will examined the estate planning industry to
discover whether or not Covid-19 and today’s political climate has affected consumer behavior,
specifically that of millennials.

Key Findings


• 17% of millennials stated that “2020/The Pandemic” was 

the reason they decided to create their Estate Plans. 
 

• 78% of millennials appointed a Pet Guardian for their pets.


• 26% of millennials specified wanting to donate their organs. 


• 46% of millennials took less than a year to complete their 

Estate plans from the first time they thought about doing so.

Has Covid-19 caused millennials to prioritize creating their Wills or Trusts at a higher rate due to the uncertainty
surrounding their health? Have millennials chosen to leave gifts to charities they care about due to the social change
taking place? Does a millennial’s political affiliation have an impact on their estate planning choices? How are
millennials planning for their end-of-life? Based on research conducted in 2020 by Caring.com, we know that over 60%
of Americans do not have a Will in place. But are current events reducing that number and impacting other areas of the
estate planning industry? To answer these questions and uncover the “why” behind millennial behavior and decisions
relating to Estate Plan preparation, Trust & Will analyzed data from nearly 20,000 individuals aged 25 to 40 who
reported creating their Wills or Trusts in 2020. 


What were the results? That millennials are in fact prioritizing estate planning but for different reasons than expected...
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Unfortunately, many people are not aware of the importance of estate planning. However, putting your end-of-life
wishes in writing (in advance) is one of the greatest ways to ease the burden of a family in mourning. So why is it that so
many people put off the necessary task of setting up their Wills or Trusts?

The most common reason millennials put off setting up
their Wills or Trusts, according to the data, is “uncertainty.”
Uncertainty regarding specific state rules and regulations. Uncertainty about health care decisions and, most
prominently, uncertainty surrounding choosing the right legal guardian for one’s child(ren). Other common responses
from individuals surveyed included “I didn’t know what to expect,” “it gives me anxiety to think about my own death,”
and “I just haven’t thought about it yet.” 


So how can individuals best prepare themselves and their families for the future? The best way is through education.
The more people are educated on a topic, the more they will be able to make an informed decision that’s right for them,
their families, and their legacies. To start, we’ll dive deeper into which estate planning documents millennials are
choosing and why.
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ot surprisingly, the most commonly completed estate planning document among millennials surveyed was a Will
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The Last Will and Testament is not only the most common estate planning document, it’s also the most important. A Will
is essentially an “all-in-one”, legally binding document that allows individuals to designate how they want their assets
distributed, appoint Guardians for their children and pets, and specify their final arrangements and health care wishes.
For those with less-complex estates and assets valued under $150,000, a Will is often a common solution.



27% of people in the studied cohort had a net worth1 of less than $50,000. Therefore, it’s natural that the large majority
of millennials settled on Wills over Trusts. 



Lastly, 75% of those studied cited having children. And because one of the biggest benefits of having a Will in place is the
ability to appoint legal Guardians for minors, it is understandable that millennials are prioritizing Wills.

Average Net Worth of Respondents
Source: Trust & Will
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Aside from asset value, net worth, and having children, what are the additional reasons millennials are choosing to
prioritize their estate planning now more than ever? Did the unprecedented year that was 2020 really impact people’s
decisions? The answer: overwhelmingly yes. 



While “having a child” was the number one reason the respondents said they decided to create their Estate Plans (37%),
“2020” or “The Pandemic” came in second with 17%. This suggests that the unrest experienced in 2020 was a substantial
trigger for millennials to consider their end-of-life and estate planning. “Buying a home” and “marriage or divorce” were
further down the list of reasons at only 6% respectively, behind “general life planning” (13%).

1Net worth is defined as the total wealth of an individual or household, taking account of all financial assets and debts.
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Top Reasons Respondents Created Their Estate Plans
Source: Trust & Will
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While it appears that millennials are beginning to place a greater importance on estate planning, it still took 54% of
millennials analyzed over a year to complete their plans from the first time they considered doing so. An alarming 4%
took over 10 years from first consideration to completion.

Estate Planning: Time of Consideration to Time of Completion
Source: Trust & Will
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There is no conclusive data supporting “why” it’s taking millennials years to complete their plans; however, it’s likely
related to the same reason individuals put off thinking about it in the first place: uncertainty.



Overall, it is clear that the events of 2020 caused millennials to take action and prioritize their estate planning.
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Where Do They Live?
The cohort of millennials surveyed for this study included individuals from all 50 states. The purpose of this was to
uncover whether or not a person’s location had any impact on their preferred Estate Plan. 



According to the data, Wills were the predominantly chosen Estate Plan among millennials regardless of state. California
had the largest number of Trust completions — 27% of total Trusts, followed by Texas, which made up 7% of total
Trust-Based Estate Plans. Additionally, Idaho, West Virginia, and Mississippi were the states with the highest percent of
Guardianship Appointment documents completed. 



The data also uncovered that a state’s typical political affiliation had some effect on document completions. Millennials
in states that tend to elect Democrats at the statewide level (blue states) completed 6% more Estate Plans than
millennials in states that tend to elect Republicans at the statewide level (red states). Secondly, millennials in Blue states
completed 28% more Trusts than millennials in Red states (64% vs 36%). Lastly, millennials in Blue states completed only
2% more Wills than millennials in Red states (51% vs 49%) .



The above statistics suggest that a person’s location may play a role in his or her choice of Estate Plan, particularly if they
prefer a Trust-Based Estate Plan.

Plans Completed By State Political Affiliation
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Why Do They

Care?

“Having a child” and “2020/The Pandemic” were the top two reasons millennials gave in response to what made them
finally decide to create their Estate Plans. But further analysis of the priorities listed in their plans helps to better
answer the question “what do they really care about?”
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To Distribute Their Assets & Designate Appointments
Distributing assets, appointing guardians, leaving gifts for loved ones and designating specific people to carry out certain
wishes are several examples of what can be accomplished by creating a Trust or Will.



On average, millennials listed 8.86 different people in their Estate Plans. An astonishing 100% of those surveyed
appointed a Digital Executor to handle their online affairs and accounts, such as social media accounts.

The most common appointments included in millennial Estate P lans:

•

Trust Beneficiaries 


•

Specific Gifts 


•

Successor Trustees 


•

Child Guardians 


•

Pet Guardians

•

Beneficiaries

•

Other Additional Agents

While legal Guardians for their children was the most common appointment among millennials2, selecting legal Guardians
for their pets (Pet Guardians) was the top optional appointment. In fact, of the millennials who listed having a pet (52% of
the total cohort), 78% appointed a Pet Guardian in their Wills.

78% of millennials who are pet parents appointed a pet
guardian in their Wills.

Percentage of Respondents Who Own Pets
Source: Trust & Will

Percentage of Respondents Who Own Pets
& Assigned a Pet Guardian
Source: Trust & Will
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Give Back

When creating a Will or Trust, it is common for people to leave a portion of their estates or a specific dollar amount to
charity. This is often referred to as a bequest. While only 7% of the studied millennial cohort left money or a portion of
their estate to charity, net worth did not seem to play a significant role in the decision to leave a specific gift to charity.

2 Millennials with children (75% of total cohort)
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Based on the data, in individuals with under $5 million in assets, net worth had no impact on whether or not they left a gift
to charity in their Estate Plans. Those with over $5 million in assets were only 7% more likely to leave a bequest to
charity. Among those who left a bequest, 6.7% had a net worth of less than $50,000 and 7.03% had a net worth between
$50,000 and $5 million.

Percentage of Respondents Who Donated to Charity by Net Worth
Source: Trust & Will
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Also noteworthy were the charities selected. The top five charities surveyed millennials left money to in their Estate
Plans in 2020 were: St. Jude Children's Research Hospital (23%), Planned Parenthood (8%), ASPCA (6%), Girl Scouts of
the USA (6%), and the American Cancer Society (4%).3 There also appeared to be an increase in bequests to social justice
charities. For example, 1% of millennials left money to Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation.

Top charities donated to
Source: Trust & Will
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To Specify Final Arrangements & Health Care Wishes
The ability to specify final arrangement wishes (like planning a funeral or choosing a burial type) and make important
health care decisions are likely additional reasons millennials are taking estate planning more seriously.

3 Percentages based on total number of millennials who left a bequest to charity.
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96% of the millennial cohort included their final resting place and ceremony type wishes in their Estate Plans; 50% left
specific directions for their funerals. 38% of millennials elected to complete their health care documents, which most
frequently includes a HIPAA Authorization form, Advanced Health Care Directive, and Power of Attorney.

Percentage of Respondents Who Opted to Complete
Health Care Documents
Source: Trust & Will
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Other interesting findings included how millennials feel about their end-of-life health care wishes. Of those who
completed their health care documents:

•

21% want to receive medical care in all cases.


•

50% want to receive medical care only if the benefits outweigh the burdens. 


•

29%

•

26% opted to donate their organs.

want to receive medical care only if it will improve their condition.


The majority of millennials polled only want extended medical care if the benefits of receiving such care will
outweigh the burdens.

Millennials & Their Health Care Wishes
Source: Trust & Will
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Respondents Who Donated Organs
Source: Trust & Will
Donated Organs
25.79%

Turning to final arrangement decisions, the most common final resting place choice among millennials was cremation
(47%), followed by a burial (25%). 8% of millennials chose to donate their bodies to science. Additionally, the most
common ceremony type choice was a memorial/celebration of life (36%). This data suggests that millennials are moving
away from traditional burials.

Most Common Choice for Burial
Source: Trust & Will
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Most Common Choice for Final Resting Place
Source: Trust & Will
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Among those who left additional wishes in their Wills regarding final arrangements, a common request was to have
specific music played at their ceremonies.

Some of the top requested songs included:

For more, checkout the Top Requested Memorial

1

Harvest Moon

Neil Young

2

When I Get Where I’m Going

3

Imagine

4

You’re Going To Live In Me Forever

5

He’s Always Been Faithful

6

Daddy’s Hands

7

I Will Always Love You

8

Butterfly Kisses

9

Top

Brad Paisley

John Lennon

John Mayer

Sarah Groves

Songs playlist from Trust & Will on Spotify.

Holly Dunn

Whitney Houston

b Carlisle

Bo

Of The World

xie Chicks

The Di

Conclusion
After analyzing data from nearly 20,000 millennials aged 25 to 40 who reported creating their Estate Plans in 2020, it’s
clear that the events of 2020 (a global pandemic, election, and fight for social justice) led many millennials to create their
Wills or Trusts.

Key objectives were to uncover whether or not Covid-19 caused millennials to prioritize completing

their health care estate planning documents, how millennials planned for their end-of-life, and if a millennial’s location
impacted their estate planning behavior. 



While “having a child” was the most commonly cited reason among millennials for creating their plans, “2020” came in at
a close second.

Data also found that Wills were the most common estate planning document completed by millennials

and that 35% of millennials completed their health care documents.

Lastly, location didn’t appear to have a significant

impact on millennial behavior except for those who completed Trust-Based Estate Plans. 



Trust & Will plans on revisiting this data every year to see how trends and behaviors among millennials continue to
change over time.

Ready to create your Estate Plan with Trust & Will?
Find the plan that’s right for you

Get Sta rted

!
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Methodology
Trust & Will analyzed data from 17,925 individuals aged 25 to 40 in a proprietary study to explore specific insights and
behaviors of the millennial generation when it comes to estate planning.

About Trust & Will
Trust & Will is disrupting the Trust and estate planning industry with an easy, fast, and secure way to set up your Estate
Plan online. We’ve modernized estate planning with a design-first approach, layered on top of incredible customer
support to help people throughout the process — making estate planning simple, affordable, & accessible. Since starting
the company in October of 2017, we’ve raised $23M+ in capital, went through the Techstars accelerator, have
relationships with MassMutual, Charles Schwab, Fidelity, Fifth Third Bank, AARP, Acorns (and more), completed the first
electronic Will in history, and have helped over 180k+ Americans kickstart their Estate Plan. 


To learn more, visit www.trustandwill.com
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